“This study says ‘13 Reasons Why’ raised teen suicide rates by 29% percent.”

“I read in NYT that this thing cost $5 billion.”

“My off-the-grid niece is stockpiling civets at her farm in Maine.”

‘13 Reasons Why’ raised teen suicide rates.”

“Naked mole rats can live for up to 30 years.”

“I excelled in kindergarten ... in the 1930s.”

“Boris Johnson’s hair is dyed.”

“This Basque word means ‘ceiling fan.’”

“My kids are smart.”

“My cousin-in-law leads an apocalyptic cult.”

“My stand-up comedy is inspired by my 1990s prison time.”

“This war memorial I designed cost $5 billion.”

“I am sad that ‘The OA’ was canceled.”

Modcloth is owned by Walmart!?
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